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1. The science and research problems DiasporaEngager is trying to
solve
Scientists and researchers are needed everywhere to innovate and create
new things that can help solve some of the world’s growing problems. In today’s global
economy, it is more profitable to collaborate with others than to work individually.
Unfortunately, it is not easy to find the right collaborators, connections, opportunities, and
networks! Are you looking for collaboration opportunities locally or abroad? Are you looking for
scientists and professionals in the diaspora with whom you can collaborate? Do you need a
scientific collaborator or funds for a scientific project? Do you want to join the scientific
communities and supporters to solve scientific problems? Are you looking for grants,
fellowships, or scholarships opportunities? Are you a science or research policy maker? If you
said yes to anything above, DiasporaEngager can help you.
2. How DiasporaEngager may help you with your scientific needs?
DiasporaEngager (www.DiasporaEngager.com) helps scientists, researchers, innovators,
companies, businesses, nonprofit organizations, international institutions, and nations to work
together with the global diaspora to find a solution to local and international problems. This
diaspora platform allows the international diasporas to provide effective working, networking,
and development strategies with the people and organizations in their home country as well as in
their current country of residence in order to detect, harvest, and transfer resources, services, and
opportunities between people and nations in a win-win framework. DiasporaEngager is the
global platform where scientists can search and find individuals, organizations, and opportunities
to address their collaboration problems in the areas of: research markets and marketing,
scientific community, research jobs, scientific news and articles, scientific business,
collaboration and scientific technology, research companies and firms, scientific breakthrough,
laboratories, scientific conferences and publication, research policy, collaboration training,
collaboration resource, collaboration network and community, business and corporate
collaboration, educational collaboration, teaching collaboration, collaboration consulting with a
special emphasis on the diaspora, and much more. Additionally, DiasporaEngager will grant you
free access to others resources to address your need. DiasporaEngager will help you connect to
individuals and organizations in your areas of need or interest, and according to your country of
origin, country of residence, or country of choice.
2. What can you do to start networking with the global diaspora to address your scientific
problems today?
All it takes to start using the global diaspora engagement platform is to create a free account at
https://DiasporaEngager.com/miniRegister. After registering, you can post your needs and/or
offers so others can find them and help you, or so that you can help meet someone else’s need.
You simply post your needs or offers and DiasporaEngager actively markets them to relevant

matches in order to help you. Other things you can do on this international platform include: (a)
search and view needs and offers posted by others that relate to your areas of interest; (b) search
and contact individuals and organizations you are interested in; (c) write and publish articles on
the global diaspora platform about things you want to share with the global diaspora and others;
(d) create scientific groups or network based on your country of origin, country of residence and
a special interest to discuss and collaborate with others. If you want to learn more about the
international diaspora engagement platform, please visit
https://www.diasporaengager.com/extPage/SchoolOrEducationalInstitution. To start receiving
updates and opportunities from/about the global diaspora, please sign up at
https://diasporaengager.com/Newsletter. It is free as well! For any questions and/or suggestions,
please contact DiasporaEngager at contact@DiasporaEngager.com

